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Emotions are often expressed metaphorically, and both emotion and metaphor are ways through which
abstract meaning can be grounded in language. Here we investigate speciﬁcally whether motion-related
verbs when used metaphorically are differentially sensitive to a preceding emotional context, as compared to when they are used in a literal manner. Participants read stories that ended with ambiguous
action/motion sentences (e.g., he got it), in which the action/motion could be interpreted metaphorically
(he understood the idea) or literally (he caught the ball) depending on the preceding story. Orthogonal to
the metaphorical manipulation, the stories were high or low in emotional content. The results showed
that emotional context modulated the neural response in visual motion areas to the metaphorical interpretation of the sentences, but not to their literal interpretations. In addition, literal interpretations of
the target sentences led to stronger activation in the visual motion areas as compared to metaphorical
readings of the sentences. We interpret our results as suggesting that emotional context speciﬁcally
modulates mental simulation during metaphor processing.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It has long been recognized that experiencing emotions is
much more direct than talking about them. Indeed, despite the
immediate and concrete experience of emotion, describing feelings in words tends to be via non-literal language (Edwards, 1999;
Fainsilber and Ortony, 1987; Lubart and Getz, 1997). For instance,
when people describe resentment, they prefer metaphorical expressions, such as ‘a storm was brewing inside’, over more literal
depictions (Fainsilber and Ortony, 1987). Metaphors provide a way
to describe what we ﬁnd hard to express in words (such as emotions), by relating to concrete experiences in the world (Lakoff and
Johnson, 2008). That is, concrete experiences in the world, such as
pushing an object aside, are used in a metaphorical sense when
someone says that he ‘pushed his sorrows away’.
Here we investigate speciﬁcally whether motion-related verbs
when used metaphorically are differentially sensitive to a preceding emotional context, as compared to when they are used in a
literal manner. We exploit the past ﬁndings that language that
describes action or motion (‘to throw’, ‘to write’) activates parts of
the brain also involved in actual action execution and motion
perception (Hauk et al., 2004; Tettamanti et al., 2005; Willems and
Casasanto, 2011; Willems et al., 2010a, 2010b). Such ﬁndings are
n
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often taken as evidence for the embodiment of word meaning
(Barsalou, 2008). While that interpretation is debated (Mahon and
Caramazza, 2008; Willems and Casasanto, 2011; Willems and
Francken, 2012; Wilson and Golonka, 2013), there is evidence that
sensori-motor regions of the brain can be involved in coding word
meaning.
Whether the metaphorical use of motion/action verbs similarly
leads to activations of sensori-motor region has been investigated
in several neuroimaging studies, with mixed results (Desai et al.,
2013; Romero Lauro et al., 2013). In an elegant design, Saygin et al.
(2009) compared activation in areas involved in motion detection
in the inferior temporal cortex (human area MT, hMT), in response
to literal motion sentences (The deer jumped over the brook), ﬁgurative/ﬁctive motion sentences (The bridge jumped over the
brook), and static control sentences (The deer slept next to the
brook). Both ﬁctive and literal motion sentences led to higher activation levels than the static control sentences in the hMT. This
suggests that motion semantics is in use when we read about
motion in a ﬁctive manner (Boulenger et al., 2009; Desai et al.,
2013). Contrary to this is the ﬁnding by Raposo et al. (2009), who
measured the activation of motor and premotor cortices with
three action verb conditions. Isolated action verbs (kick) and sentences with literal use of action verbs (kick the ball) activated the
premotor cortex, while sentences with idiomatic use of action
verbs (kick the bucket) did not (see also Aziz-Zadeh et al. (2006)).
There is no consensus yet concerning the inconsistency in the
abovementioned ﬁndings. Possible explaining factors include
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novelty (Cardillo et al., 2012; Lai et al., 2015) and context (Schuil
et al., 2013). Cardillo et al. (2012) directed attention to novelty as a
factor through investigating the shift from novel to conventionalized metaphors and how the brain is tuned to this process. Schuil et al. (2013) showed that sentential context modulates
the degree to which motor regions are activated. Hence, the novelty of the ﬁgurative language and the context in which it is
presented in can have an inﬂuence on the level of sensori-motor
activations. Overall these studies inform us that early visual and
motor regions can be involved in the processing of sentences that
describe action in a metaphorical manner.
We hypothesize that the involvement of sensori-motor cortex
will be increased when the metaphorical use of motion/action
verbs is emotionally loaded. A couple of fMRI studies have examined the link between metaphor and emotion (Bohrn et al.,
2012; Citron and Goldberg, 2014). One example is an fMRI study
by Citron and Goldberg (2014) in which participants read sentences with metaphorical content (‘She looked at him sweetly’) and
carefully matched literal counterparts (‘She looked at him kindly’).
Based on an increased activation level to metaphorical as compared to literal sentences in the left amygdala, a structure known
to be involved in the processing of emotions and emotional language, the authors concluded that metaphorical statements are
more emotionally engaging than literal counterparts. The link
between sensori-motor simulation and emotion in metaphorical
language is suggestive. Some evidence that sensori-motor simulation could be increased speciﬁcally for emotional metaphors
comes from a recent rating study. Citron et al. (2015) had participants rate German idioms on a number of psycholinguistic
variables including concreteness, deﬁned as the extent to which
the ﬁgurative meaning could be experienced with one or more
sensory modalities. They found a positive relationship between
the emotional arousal of the idioms and the rated concreteness.
That is, the more the ﬁgurative meaning of an idiom could be
related to one of the senses, the higher it scored on emotional
arousal. This is in line with previous work showing that abstract
emotional words are rated higher on imageability compared to
concrete emotional words (Altarriba and Bauer, 2004) and that
response times to valence decisions are inﬂuenced by how much a
word is related to a sensory modality (Jacobs et al., 2015).
The current study investigated the role of emotion in the literal
and metaphorical interpretations of action/motion phrases. Participants read target sentences preceded by related short stories in
four different versions/conditions while being scanned. The target
sentences contained action/motion phrases that depending on the
preceding stories could be interpreted as literal or metaphorical.
Also depending on the preceding stories, the target sentences
could be interpreted as high or low on emotion. Having the same
target sentences across conditions ensured that any observed
differences would be due to the experimental manipulation, and
not due to differences in the materials between conditions. Focused region of interest analyses were carried out for regions
previously implicated in comprehending motion- and action-related language (Willems and Casasanto, 2011): the primary motor
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and premotor cortex and the bilateral human motion area hMT.
Two separate localizer scans were collected in order to localize
these regions.
Our main hypothesis was that sensori-motor activations in
reaction to the metaphorical action language would be inﬂuenced
by emotional context more than literal language. We expect an
emotional ‘boost’ in the embodiment of metaphorical language,
which would be expressed in an increased reliance on sensorimotor regions (Citron et al., 2015; Jacobs et al., 2015). Alternatively,
there may be a main effect of emotional context, in the absence of
an interaction effect. This would mean that emotional context
‘boosts’ sensori-motor simulation of action language overall,
which is a viable alternative given the modulatory function of
emotion on a range of cognitive processes, including language
comprehension (Chwilla et al., 2011; Kaltwasser et al., 2013; Van
Berkum et al., 2013).

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
25 healthy native Dutch speakers participated for course credit
or payment. None of them had neurological problems by self-report; all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and all were
right-handed. Five subjects were removed from the ﬁnal analysis
because of excessive motion artifacts (4 participants) and the below chance score on the catch trials (1 participant). Data from the
remaining 20 participants (4 male, mean age¼21.89, range 18–27
years) were entered in the analysis. The local ethics committee
approved the study (CMO Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands,
protocol number 2001/095) and all participants gave informed
consent in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
2.2. Stimuli
The ﬁnal stimulus set after norming tests consisted of 120
quadruplets, that is, 120 target sentences preceded by 4 different
short stories in Dutch (Table 1). Each target sentence contained the
targeted action or motion verbs, such as verbs that imply physical
action involving, or leading to movement (e.g., to pick) and those
that denote motion (e.g., to fall). Pretests were carried out to ensure that each target sentence in isolation is not metaphorical or
literal, and also not highly emotional or arousing (see Pretest 1 and
2 below).
Each story consisted of 3 sentences: The ﬁrst sentence introduced the setting and the characters involved. The second and
third sentences were manipulated according to two experimental
factors: Figurativity (Literal, Metaphor) and Emotional Context
(Low emotional, High emotional). The manipulation changes the
interpretation of the fourth sentence, namely the target sentence,
such that this sentence can be interpreted metaphorically with
high emotional level, metaphorically with low emotional level,
literally with high emotional level, and literally with low

Table 1
Example stimuli (originals in Dutch). Each target sentence is preceded by four stories/conditions that can render the interpretation of the target sentence literal or metaphorical (Figurativity), and low or high in emotions (Emotional Context). See text for pretest results.
Condition
Literal and Low-Emotional Context
Literal and High-Emotional Context

Context

Target sentence

Robert was lost in thought. He had his textbook lying open for three hours. He did not want to look at it. He pushed it away.
Robert was lost in thought. He failed to understand the examination material. Angrily, he looked at the
boring book.
Figurative and Low-Emotional Context Robert was lost in thought. He had to make a decision about his job. He did not think about it too much.
Figurative and High-Emotional Context Robert was lost in thought. He had to make a decision about his relationship. Thinking about it made him
feel bad.
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emotional level. The use of action and/or motion words in the
story was avoided. The average length of stories (number of
words) was matched between conditions (Fo 1, p ¼.82).
Additional 24 quadruplets and yes–no comprehension questions about them were created for catch trials, to ensure that
participants attended the stimuli. These questions were designed
to be not too challenging. For example, if the story started with
‘Martin was in a car…’, the catch question would for instance be
‘Was Martin in a house?’.
Two pretests were carried out on an initial 147 quadruplets to
verify our manipulations. In the ﬁrst pretest, the target sentences
were presented without their preceding stories. This pretest
served to ensure that the target sentences did not have a bias to be
read as metaphorical or literal in isolation, as well as to ensure that
target sentences were not highly emotional or arousing when
presented on their own. In the second pretest, the target sentences
were presented with their preceding stories. This pretest served to
ensure that the target sentences were understood as literal or
metaphorical and were understood as low or high emotional depending on the preceding context.
In Pretest 1, twelve subjects who did not participate in the
second pretest or in the fMRI session rated the 147 target sentences in isolation on a 9-point scale for valence (1 ¼ negative,
9 ¼positive) and arousal level (1 ¼calm, 9¼ excited) (Lai et al.,
2012). Overall, the target sentences had a mean value of 4.78 (s.
d. ¼1.45) for the valence ratings and a mean value of 5.70 (s.
d. ¼0.77) for the arousal ratings, indicating that the target sentences when presented outside of a context had no strong valence
or arousal associated with them. After completion of the ﬁrst part,
participants were also asked to rate the ﬁgurativity of the target
sentences (randomized) on a 1–9 scale (1 ¼ literal, 9 ¼ﬁgurative).
The mean ﬁgurativity rating of the target sentences was 5.62 (s.
d. ¼1.32), which is neither very ﬁgurative nor very literal. No items
were excluded based on the aforementioned scores.
In Pretest 2, twenty-four subjects who did not participate in
pretest 1 or in the fMRI session rated the 147 target sentences with
their story contexts. Each of the 147 target sentences was paired
with one of the four story contexts / conditions and the paired
items were rotated via Latin Square rotation, resulting in 4 lists.
Each subject was presented with one of the lists, with the items
randomized within that list. The subject number and list number
were counterbalanced.
The participants were asked whether they would interpret the
target sentences as literal or ﬁgurative given the story context on a
9-point scale (1 ¼literal, 9 ¼ﬁgurative). Based on the ratings, 27
stimuli with mean ratings between 4 and 6 were excluded because
the target sentences were not made more literal or more ﬁgurative
given the story context. Within the ﬁnalized experimental 120
stimulus sets, the mean ﬁgurativity ratings were 1.98, (s.d. ¼1.64)
for the literal condition and 8.01 (s.d. ¼1.59) for the metaphorical
condition. The ﬁgurativity ratings were assessed statistically in
repeated-measures ANOVA of 2 Figurativity (metaphorical, literal)  2 Emotional Context (high, low). There was a main effect of
Figurativity (F(1, 23) ¼792.97, p o.001), which veriﬁed our contextual manipulation. There was no main effect of Emotional
Context (F(1, 23) ¼1.76, p ¼.19), or a Figurativity  Emotional
Context interaction effect (F(1, 23) ¼2.48, p ¼.13), as expected.
As in Pretest 1, after completion of the ﬁrst part, the participants rated the valence and the arousal of the target sentences in
their story contexts. The valence ratings were presented with
9-point scale (1 ¼negative, 9 ¼positive). Among the 120 stories, 92
were negative and 28 of them were positive. The valence rating
results showed that for the target sentences in the negative stories, the target sentences were rated signiﬁcantly more negative in
the high Emotional Context (mean ¼3.02) than in the low Emotional Context (mean¼4.70) (F(1, 23) ¼ 104.95, po .001). There

was a main effect of Figurativity (F(1, 23) ¼ 220.21, p o.001) as well
as a Figurativity  Emotional Context interaction (F(1, 23) ¼50.59,
po .001). For the target sentences in the positive stories, the target
sentences were rated more positive in the high emotional context
(mean¼7.35) than in the low emotional context (mean¼6.56) (F
(1, 23) ¼71.15, p o.001). There was a main effect of Figurativity (F
(1, 23) ¼14.90, p o.001), but no Figurativity  Emotional Context
interaction effect (Fo1, p ¼.53). The arousal ratings results
showed that the target sentences were rated signiﬁcantly lower in
arousal in the low emotional context (mean ¼4.96) than in the
high emotional context (mean¼5.87) (F(1, 23)¼ 51.01, p o.001).
There was no main effect of Figurativity (Fo1, p ¼.87). Additionally there was no Figurativity  Emotional Context interaction (F(1, 23) ¼3.16, p ¼.09).
2.3. Task and procedure
In the fMRI experiment, each participant saw one list with 144
items, of which 24 were catch trials. Each trial started with a
ﬁxation cross for 1 s, one of the four versions of a story for 7.5 s, a
blank screen of 2 s, followed by the target sentence for 2.5 s. The
interval between the story and target sentence was randomly jittered between 1.5–2.5 s (mean ¼2 s). See Fig. 1 for an example
trial.
In the 24 catch trials, participants responded to a question after
the target sentence. The questions were about general content of
the stories, and the participants responded ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ by pressing
response buttons with the right or left index ﬁnger. The order of
response keys was counterbalanced across participants. The
questions stayed on the screen until the response occurred or until
5 seconds elapsed. Inter-trial-interval (ITI) was randomly jittered
between 3–4 s (mean ¼3.5 s).
To deﬁne regions of interest in cortical motor and motionsensitive areas, we used two separate localizers. The motor cortex
localizer consisted of 18 blocks of 10 s each in which participants
moved their hand, feet, or performed no movement (rest). The
instructions were presented visually. The participants were instructed about exemplary movements before entering the scanner; for foot actions they were instructed to move their foot up
and down, for hand-related action words they were instructed to
open and close their hands continuously. To localize motion sensitive areas in visual cortex, participants watched 10 s blocks of
white dots on a black background that were either moving or
stable or they viewed a black screen (rest). The main task comprised around 40 min, and was followed by a 10 min anatomical
scan and the two localizer tasks which took 4 and 3 min, resulting
in a total scanning time of 57 min.
2.4. fMRI recording and processing
Data were collected on a 1.5T Siemens whole body scanner,

Robert was lost in
thought. He had his
textbook lying open for
three hours. He did not
want to look at it.

Question
He pushed it away

2500 ms
1000 ms

Response
/5000ms

7500 ms

Fig. 1. Design of the experiment. Each trial started with presentation of a ﬁxation
cross, followed by the story context, and the target sentence. There was a blank
screen in between the story and the target sentence (mean duration 2000 milliseconds), which is not presented here for illustration purposes. In catch trials (20%
of all trials), a comprehension question was presented at the end of a trial.
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using an eight-channel head coil. Echo-Planar Images (EPI) sensitive to the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast were
acquired, covering the whole brain. These functional scans were
acquired using the following parameters: repetition time (TR)
2340 ms, echo time (TE) 35 ms, 32 transversal slices, ﬂip angle (FA)
90°, voxel size 3.125  3.125  3.5 mm3 and 0.35 mm gap between
slices. To synchronize the experiment and the scanner acquisition,
the scanner triggered the computer running Presentation software
(Version 16.2, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.).
fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM8 (http://
www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The ﬁrst 4 volumes of each session
were removed to allow for T1 equilibration. To correct for small
head movements, motion correction was applied by aligning all
images to the ﬁrst image in a run. Slice timing correction was
performed to correct for delays in slice acquisition. After this step,
the T1 image and the EPI images were co-registered to apply them
in the same space and data were spatially normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Finally, spatial smoothing
was applied with a Gaussian smoothing kernel with 8 mm fullwidth at half maximum.
Statistical analysis was done in the context of the General
Linear Model (GLM). For the main task, the instructions, stories,
target sentences, catch stories and catch target sentences were
modeled separately and the resulting regression model was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF).
The estimated parameters of the motion correction algorithm
were included in the model as nuisance regressors. Contrast
images for each of the four conditions were analyzed in an ANOVA
with factors Emotional context (low, high) and Figurativity (literal,
ﬁgurative). Since results are computed for each voxel separately,
there is a substantial multiple comparisons problem, which was
taken care of by thresholding statistical images at p o.001 at the
voxel level, and subsequently deﬁning a cluster level extent using
the theory of Gaussian Random Fields, to arrive at a threshold at a
p-value o.05, corrected for the number of comparisons (Poline
et al., 1997).
Statistical analysis of the action and motion localizers consisted
of constructing a model of all blocks of activation for each condition separately (Hands, Feet, Rest for the action localizer; Motion,
No Motion, and Rest for the visual motion localizer). Group analysis consisted of deﬁning areas of interest by comparing
Hand 4Feet and Feet4 Hand for the action localizer and
Motion4No Motion for the motion localizer. ROIs were deﬁned by
thresholding the group maps at p o.05 Family Wise Error corrected (action localizer), or by combining a p o.001 threshold at
the voxel level with a cluster extent threshold to arrive at a corrected p o.05 level (motion localizer). The peak coordinates for
the ROIs are as follows: Hand 4Feet (left hemisphere: x ¼ 40,
y¼  28, z ¼57; right hemisphere: x¼39, y ¼ 25, z ¼58). Foot
areas (Feet4Hand) were found to be in more ventral areas (because the left and right foot areas are very close to each other we
report one peak voxel: x¼  1, y ¼  35, z ¼70). Visual motion areas
were deﬁned by contrasting Motion4 No Motion (left hMT:
x ¼ 44, y ¼ 74, z¼  4; right hMT: x ¼46, y ¼  60, z ¼6), and
location of area hMT is in accordance with previous literature
(Dumoulin et al., 2000).
Because our stimulus materials were not preselected to describe motion with the hand or feet speciﬁcally, we additionally
tested for effects in anatomically deﬁned regions of interest in the
cortical motor system. We investigated responses in bilateral primary motor cortex (BA4), and premotor cortex (BA6), deﬁned by
means of cytoarchitectonic probability maps (Eickhoff et al., 2005).
We choose for this additional testing of the motor and premotor
cortex to strike the right balance between the advantages and
disadvantages of functionally and anatomically deﬁned ROIs. Our
functional ROIs were sample-speciﬁc (an advantage), but
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restricted to Hand and Foot regions (a disadvantage). The anatomical ROIs covered the whole motor cortex (an advantage over the
functional ROIs), but were not speciﬁc to our sample, and comprised rather large part of cortex, which makes it harder to ﬁnd
speciﬁc effects due the averaging over a large number of voxels
(both disadvantages). Because of the previously observed hemispheric differences in sensitivity to metaphor, we tested for differences between the left and right hemisphere ROIs by adding the
factor Laterality (left, right) to the ANOVA.

3. Results
3.1. Behavioral results
The participants answered most of the questions for the catch
trials accurately (mean¼81%, range 71–92), which indicates that
participants were attending to the stimuli. There was no effect of
list on the accuracy level (Fo1).
3.2. fMRI results
3.2.1. Regions of interest analysis
For each of the ROIs reported below, the mean activation levels
(beta weights) for the target sentences in 4 conditions were entered in a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors Figurativity
(metaphorical, literal), Emotional Context (high emotional, low
emotional), and Laterality (left, right).
3.2.1.1. Visual Motion areas hMT. In the visual motion ROIs, as deﬁned by the Motion 4No-motion contrast from the localizer, there
was a Figurativity  Emotional Context  Laterality interaction (F
(1, 19) ¼5.27, p o.05; see Fig. 2), a Figurativity  Emotional Context
interaction (F(1, 19) ¼5.32, p o.05), and a main effect of Figurativity (F(1, 19) ¼5.37, p o.05). None of the other effects yielded
signiﬁcant results: Laterality (F o1, p ¼.45), Emotional Context (F
(1, 19) ¼2.39, p ¼.14), Laterality  Figurativity (Fo1, p ¼.51), Laterality  Emotional Context (Fo1, p ¼.52).
Because of the three-way interaction, we investigated differences for each hemisphere separately. In the right hMT, there was
a signiﬁcant Figurativity  Emotional Context interaction (F(1,
19) ¼ 11.67, p o.005; see Fig. 2), as well as main effects of Figurativity (F(1, 19) ¼6.15, p o.05) and Emotional Context (F(1, 19) ¼
5.41, p o.05). Pairwise comparisons showed that the emotional
context mattered in metaphors, such that the high-emotion metaphors led to more activation than the low-emotion metaphors (t
(19) ¼3.79, p o.001). This is not the case for the literal interpretations of the target sentences (Literal Low Emotional Context
versus Literal High Emotional Context: |t| o 1, p ¼.32). For the left
hMT there was no signiﬁcant effect (interaction and main effect of
Emotional Context: Fo 1, main effect of Figurativity: (F(1, 19) ¼
2.74, p¼ .11).
3.2.1.2. Motor areas. In the motor ROI of the hand area, there was a
Figurativity  Laterality interaction (F(1, 19) ¼5.24, p o.05). None
of the other effects yield signiﬁcant results: Laterality (Fo1,
p¼ .71), Figurativity (Fo1, p ¼.67), Emotional Context (Fo1,
p¼ .42), Laterality  Emotional Context (F(1, 19) ¼1.24, p ¼.28),
Figurativity  Emotional Context (F(1, 19) ¼1.61, p ¼.22), Figurativity  Emotional Context  Laterality interaction (Fo1, p ¼.73).
Similarly, for the ROI of the foot area, there were no signiﬁcant
main effects for Figurativity (F(1, 19) ¼2.13, p ¼.16), or Emotional
Context (Fo1, p ¼.77), nor a Figurativity  Emotional Context interaction effect, (Fo1, p¼ .38).
In the ROI of the primary motor area (BA4), there was a Figurativity  Emotional Context interaction (F(1, 19) ¼4.53, p o.05).
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Fig. 2. Region of interest analysis for the visual motion areas (hMT). Activation levels (beta weights) for the target sentences in the left and right hMT. Error bars represent
Standard Error of the Mean (SEM). The asterisks (**) represent po .001.

None of the other effects yielded signiﬁcant results: Laterality
(Fo 1, p ¼.40), Figurativity (Fo1, p¼ .55), Emotional Context (Fo1,
p ¼.39), Laterality  Figurativity (Fo1, p ¼.59), Laterality  Emotional Context (Fo1, p ¼ .94), a Figurativity  Emotional Context  Laterality interaction (Fo 1, p ¼.88).
In BA6 there was a Figurativity  Laterality interaction (F(1,
19) ¼7.43, po .05). None of the other effects yield signiﬁcant results: Laterality (F(1, 19) ¼2.49, p¼ .13), Figurativity (Fo1, p ¼.35),
Emotional Context (Fo1, p¼ .68), Laterality  Emotional Context
(Fo 1, p ¼.58), Figurativity  Emotional Context (Fo 1, p ¼.35),
Figurativity  Emotional Context  Laterality interaction (Fo1,
p ¼.52).
3.2.2. Whole brain analysis
To test for areas additionally involved beyond the hypothesized
regions of interest, we conducted a whole brain analysis. Left
middle temporal gyrus, left middle occipital gyrus and left superior frontal gyrus (see Table 2 and Fig. 3) were more strongly
activated for the ﬁgurative conditions compared to the literal
conditions. We did not ﬁnd regions that responded to the main
effect of Emotional Context nor to the interaction of Figurativity  Emotional Context.
Fig. 3. Whole brain analysis for the ﬁgurative4literal contrast. All signiﬁcant activations (p o.05 corrected) are in the left hemisphere: the middle occipital gyrus
(pink), the middle temporal gyrus (cyan), and the superior frontal gyrus (yellow).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Discussion
We investigated whether emotional context differentially inﬂuences literal motion language and metaphorical motion language, as reﬂected by neural activation in sensori-motor areas. The
same target sentences were preceded by stories in four versions/
conditions: literal and high emotional, metaphorical and high
Table 2
Results of the whole brain analysis. No activations were observed for the opposite
contrast (Literal 4Figurative), or for main effects of Emotional Context, or a Figurativity  Emotional context interaction. All activations are corrected for multiple
comparisons at the p o .05 level.
MNI

Label

Figurative4Literal
 50  60  4
 40  78 24
 18 2 62

Left Middle Temporal Gyrus
Left Middle Occipital Gyrus
Left Superior Frontal Gyrus

emotional, literal and low emotional, and metaphorical and low
emotional. We found that the right human MT, an independently
localized cortical area sensitive to visual motion, showed more
activation for high than for low emotional conditions, but only in
the case of metaphorical motion. In literal motion, similar activation levels were found between high and low emotional conditions, and both were more strongly activated than metaphorical
motion. The novel ﬁnding of our study was the activation in visual
motion area getting modulated by the emotional context during
the processing of metaphorical sentences. Sensory simulation gets
a boost from emotionality in a ﬁgurative context, but not in a literal context. We also found that activation of motion areas is
stronger for literal motion than for non-literal motion sentences,
as is in line with previous research (Saygin et al., 2009).
We interpret the effects found in visual motion areas as simulation of the motion semantics conveyed by our target sentences.
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Sensory simulation gets a boost from emotionality in a ﬁgurative
context, but not in a literal context, comparable with past rating
results (Citron et al., 2015; Jacobs et al., 2015). This suggests that
the emotional context leads to a more concrete – more ‘embodied’
– representation of the metaphorical motion, as compared to the
same metaphorical motion occurring in a non-emotional context.
Because metaphorical meaning is both concrete and abstract
(Forgács et al., 2015), it is possible that the emotional context allows more grounding of the concrete aspect of the metaphorical
meaning, as reﬂected by the similar activation levels between the
high emotional metaphor condition and the literal condition
(Fig. 2). Alternatively, it may be that the abstract aspect of the
metaphorical meaning becomes more grounded, as it has been
suggested that emotion constitutes the experiential information
that allows grounding of abstract concepts (Kousta et al., 2011). Yet
another possibility is that emotionality does not directly inﬂuence
the content of language (i.e., the abstract or concrete aspects of
meaning), but the way in which individual language components
are processed and combined (Lai et al., 2015). In this case, the
differential modulations of emotion on metaphorical and literal
motion may result from differences between metaphor and literal
language processing, such as more comparison processes for metaphorical language than literal language (Lai and Curran, 2013).
The exact mechanism of how emotion tweaks metaphorical language comprehension remains to be investigated.
The inﬂuence of emotional context on metaphorical language
processing in hMT was most pronounced in the right hemisphere,
evidenced by a three-way Figurativity  Emotional context  Laterality interaction. A generally higher sensitivity to ﬁgurative language for the right hemisphere has been observed before (Mashal et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2015). Saygin et al. (2009) also
reported higher activation in the right hemisphere for ﬁctive
motion sentences, as compared to static sentences.
By showing sensitivity to emotional context, our study adds to
a growing body of literature showing that sensori-motor cortex
activation in response to motion/action language is context-dependent. Some previous studies have failed to ﬁnd sensori-motor
cortex involvement during the understanding of action-related
language (Postle et al., 2008) or have shown that motor cortex
involvement during the comprehension of action verbs depends
on task (Desai et al., 2013; Papeo et al., 2009; Sato, 2008). While a
lot of discussion has centered around the question whether sensori-motor cortices are important for semantic representations or
not, a more fruitful approach seems to be to ask under which
circumstances sensori-motor areas play a role in language understanding (Papeo et al., 2009; van Dam et al., 2012; Willems and
Casasanto, 2011; Willems and Francken, 2012). The present study
adds to this by showing the speciﬁc role that emotional context
plays in grounding of metaphorical language.
The observed effects could be due to explicit imagery of the
information contained in the target sentences. While we cannot
exclude this alternative hypothesis based on the present data
alone, we have reason to believe that the simulation interpretation
is the more likely one. In previous research, we speciﬁcally disentangled the neural representations of sensori-motor activation
in response to the reading of action verbs, versus the activation
elicited by explicit imagery of the same action verbs (Willems
et al., 2010a, 2010b). The main ﬁnding of those papers was that
reading of action verbs leads to activation in the motor cortex, but
this activation is non-overlapping with activations evoked by
motor imagery. Moreover, others have argued that the speed with
which sensori-motor regions are activated when reading visual or
motor-related language is incompatible with an explanation in
terms of imagery (Hauk et al., 2006; Moseley et al., 2013), which is
a cognitively effortful and slow process (Kosslyn et al., 2001).
Emotional Context also interacted with Figurativity in the
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primary motor cortex (BA4), which is interpretable in a similar
manner giving the sensitivity of motor cortex to motion- and action-related language. Still, we want to raise caution concerning
the primary motor cortex ﬁnding given that the same result was
not observed in the parts of the motor cortex as deﬁned by the
action localizer. Also, the interaction effect was not present in
premotor cortex (BA6), which is more often implicated in the
understanding of action language as compared to primary motor
cortex (Kemmerer and Gonzalez-Castillo, 2010; Willems and Casasanto, 2011; Willems et al., 2010b).
The results from the region of interest analysis were not present in the whole brain analysis. This is likely due to the decreased
sensitivity of whole brain analysis as compared to region of interest analysis given the substantial multiple comparisons problem which has to be corrected for in the whole brain analysis.
Also, it should be noted that any sensori-motor activations in the
test of a main effect of Figurativity could be obscured by the numerous other cognitive processes at play during sentence comprehension in context. We deﬁned regions of interest a priori on
the basis of separate functional localizer data, leading to an increased sensitivity to detect effects (Saxe et al., 2006). The whole
brain analysis showed more activation for metaphorical than for
literal language in the left middle temporal gyrus, left middle occipital gyrus and left superior frontal gyrus, which is consistent
with the previous literature (Benedek et al., 2014; Lai et al., 2015).
In sum, we provide neural evidence for a tight relationship
between emotional and metaphorical language. Activation of visual motion areas in response to metaphorical expressions referring to motion is increased when this expression is embedded
within an emotional context, as compared to a non-emotional
context.
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